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We're still here for you.
We at The Cove wanted to extend a helping hand and ensure we
support each and every one of you. Jorge Bru, our Alcohol and Other
Drug Educator, is still holding their regular meetings. You can
schedule meetings with them if you

go to this link:

https://bit.ly/2CY0BN8
or email: jbru@ucsc.edu
In addition, Ryan Hardin, our CUIP Intern at The Cove, is offering peer
support. You can read more about Ryan in our Meet the Staff section
in this newsletter, and you can schedule a meeting with him by

emailing echardin@ucsc.edu.
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hey you! read this flyer!
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News:
In case you haven't heard...
...CAPS has
remote support
groups running
every week. See
more groups here.

Restorative
Practices for
Uncertain Times
Presented by Radical
Resilience, promoting
mental health and wellbeing. Facilitated by
Nlikita Gupta, MPH, RYT.
RSVP
Join us on Wednesday,
April 29th, from 1-2pm
via Zoom
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News:
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News:
TOMORROW!
Coping in the Time of
COVID: An Instagram
Live Event
The Cove partners with Oakes
College in a conversation
about mental health,
substance use, and life in this
uncertain time!
Join us Wednesday, April 15,
at 7pm @oakescollege on
Instagram

Do you miss having a
community of like-minded
individuals to talk with?
Join our Marco Polo group!
(email jbru@ucsc.edu)

we m
iss y
ou, t
oo.

Join our Weekly Check-In
Meetings/Yoga Sessions!
We meet every Monday from
3:30-4:30pm (email jbru@ucsc.edu
for Zoom link). See you soon!
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Important messages...
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Helpful Links:

CAPS: Managing COVID Stress

Unity Recovery Meetings
recovery meetings, non-12-step but open to all
denominations; a meeting 7 times a day, every day

Slug Support Distribution Signup
bags of food distributed every Wednesday from
the Cowell Conference Room
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Helpful Links:
Wellness Crew's Instagram
an Instagram with refreshing posts that come from
the heart. posted by our health educators here at
SHOP: Ali, Amber, Jorge, and Meg.

Zoom Exhaustion
...and how to combat it

UCSC's Minute Video
missing campus? click here.

goodnewsnetwork.org
need good news? look no further!
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More Resources
ONLINE RESOURCES FOR RECOVERY
The Haven at College (Sober Living)
Online meeting, 7 days a week, 5pm-6pm PST
https//www.gotomeet.me/HavenRecoveryMeeting

Alcoholics Anonymous Online Intergroup
http://aa-intergroup.org/directory.php

AA Speakers Audio Tapes (downloads)
Google Play: play.google.com/store/apps/details?
id=com.marnistek.aaspeakersfree&hl=en_US
App Store: https://apps.apple.com/us/app/aaspeaker-tapes-12-steps/id1018096090

In The Rooms (inclusive of all fellowships)
https://www.intherooms.com/home/

Recovery Dharma Online (Buddhist methods)
https://recoverydharma.online/

Narcotics Anonymous Online Meetings
http://narecovery.org/Narcotics_Anonymous_Online_Meet
ing_Schedule.html
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ONLINE RESOURCES FOR RECOVERY
SMART (Self-Management and Recovery
Training) Online Meetings
https://www.smartrecovery.org/community/calen
dar.php

National Virtual Recovery Meetings
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1rX5OgF
qhEpkfDvBic4z9uDwufZ2dZbMug3tVSHenEOc/ed
it#gid=0

What can be
found at The
Cove?

Opportunities to debunk
myths and stereotypes
surrounding addiction and
recovery
Recovery support and
accountability
Connections to
resources for wellness
and support

A community of like-

Facebook: UCSC The Cove
Instagram: @ucscthecove
soundcloud.com/thecovecast
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minded individuals, all
working on their recovery
and harm reduction
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Want to make an
appointment with Jorge?
There are 4 easy ways!

https://bit.ly/2CY0BN8
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On our Instagram...
...you can be featured in our
Humans of The Cove project!
The Humans of The Cove project is our
version of "Humans of New York,"
which will feature you and your story.
We want to de-stigmatize and
demystify recovery, show people that
they are not alone, and introduce them
to a space where they can feel
welcomed and supported.

@ucscthecove

Please submit your stories to:
thecove_ucsc@yahoo.com
Make the subject "Humans of The Cove." We will be in
touch about your photo. If you wish to remain
anonymous, we can discuss representing you visibly in
another way, like a graphic design logo.
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That's all for now.
We hope you are having happy and healthy days filled with
quarantined serenity. It may not be that way for everyone, and that's
why we're still here to help, even if we can't be physically at The Cove
to help you. If there is something we can do to brighten your days, let
us know. If there is a resource missing from our list, let us know.
Luckily, many of us can work on our harm reduction and recovery
goals anytime, anywhere. Take a moment of each day to write a
gratitude list, reach out to your sponsor or a trusted friend, and most
importantly, take care of yourself.
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Leadership Team:
Jorge Bru

Alcohol & Other Drug Educator
Jorge is known for being non-judgmental
and welcoming to all students, regardless of
where they are at with their alcohol and
other drug use. Jorge is a tremendous
resource for students looking for
traditional and non-traditional approaches
to finding balance while reducing AOD use
and recovery from addiction. Jorge has
multiple approaches to addressing
addiction while being successful in college.

Ryan Hardin

Collegiate Recovery Coordinator
Hi, I’m Ryan (he/him)! I’m The Cove’s
intern through the Chancellor’s
Undergraduate Internship Program
(CUIP). I’ve been involved with The Cove
since Fall, 2018, when I transferred to
UCSC from Pasadena City College. I’m a
fourth year Psychology and Sociology
double major, a trans man, a student in
recovery, and an Orisa main in
Overwatch (Xbox One). My aim is to
make everyone who enters The Cove
feel safe and heard, regardless of their
background, identity, or length/lack of
sobriety. When you see me, say hi!
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Carrissa
Staff Member

Hi! I’m Carrissa =] (she/her): I’m on my 2nd
year here at UCSC, as a transfer student,
majoring in Community Studies and Intensive
Psychology. I sometimes find myself telling
others that The Cove is my favorite place in
Santa Cruz, which sounds a bit silly when one
takes a second to think about all the natural
wonders in this area, but I truly mean it. This
space has given me an incalculable amount of
kindness, acceptance, and hope, and I hope to
give back what I’ve received. I found The Cove
early last year and became a volunteer because
I wholeheartedly believe in the importance of
having a place which provides unconditional
positive regard, free of substances and support
for harm reduction/abstinence for students in
their journeys through upper education and
career goals. I want all to feel welcome here,
because “it’s always better when we’re
together.” Yep, I just Jack Johnson’d you (and
probably also aged myself, lol). For self-care, I
practice meditation, take bubble baths, go on
solo-movie dates, journal, take up a home
project, hit the gym, or just rest & do
absolutely nothing. I want you to know that
you can feel comfortable here, and safe.

José

Staff Member
I discovered the Cove last year and
instantly fell in love with it and everyone
here. I wish to maintain that same
inviting atmosphere that I discovered
and continue to help build this
community. My goal here is to help us
strive for bigger and better things,
together with everyone, for the good of
the Cove and the students here at UCSC.
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Maria Caballero
Staff Member

Hola I am Maria Caballero and a transfer student
living on porter sixth floor. Pronouns are She /
Her / Hers. I am also in recovery 9 years from
meth and 2 years and about 6 months of alcohol.
But my past does not define my future and today
by the grace of GOD I am sober and here at
UCSC. I am the oldest child of immigrant parents
with very little education and great dreams. In
addition, I was born in Bolivia, La Paz and a
single parent of two young adults. My field of
studies in sociology and Critical Race and ethnic
studies because I would like to become a teacher
or a social worker for teenagers in abuse. I am
now a workaholic and believer in Christ Jesus. I
attend A.A. / N.A. in San Jose. I have stayed sober
this long because I have a safety net and stay with
people how are sober and aspired to grow
spiritually. In a nutshell, this is me.

Elizabeth Williams is a transfer
student from Morgan Hill, California.
She is currently working towards a
PhD in clinical psychology to support
mental health efforts. Elizabeth is a
Certified Peer Educator and values
building relationships and providing
support to other students. Liz
believes in the mission of The Cove
and utilizes it as a safe space to
support herself and other students.
Some of the things she loves doing
include skateboarding with her dog
Sausage, being outdoors, and going
to get coffee.
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Elizabeth Williams
Staff Member
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Lucy

Staff Member

Anjuli is a fourth year
psychology and anthropology
double major. She is
passionate about providing
accessible spaces for treatment
and resources that are as
diverse as the population using
them, which is a large part of
The Cove’s mission and
message. Anjuli has been
involved in several peer
support programs across
campus, and is excited about
learning new things from the
team at The Cove. In general,
Anjuli enjoys cooking and
exploring new hiking spaces in
Santa Cruz.
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Hello! This is Lucy. She is a
second year psychology major
from Bay Area. Her hobbies are
loving dogs, Brazilian Jiu-Jitsu
and Photography. She strongly
cares about helping provide a
safe, supportive space for
students in recovery on campus.
She really appreciates that there
is a space on campus to help
students that are struggling and
hopes to not only help create a
space to relieve some of their
struggles but to also create a
space to help them thrive.

Anjuli

Lead Ambassador
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Mia

Lead Ambassador
Mia is a lead ambassador who is
double majoring in Psychology and
Community Studies. She is
especially interested in promoting
community healing and cultivating
a warm, welcoming environment
for those in recovery. Mia loves
yoga, podcasts, knitting, and
spending time with her cat. She is
always around for anyone who
wants or needs to talk!

Sausage
Sausage has been working at The
Cove as an intern since Fall 2019.
Here she is on one of our couches!
Sausage is a chiweenie (chihuahua
and weiner dog mix) and she loves
attention and pets. Elizabeth, staff
member at The Cove, is Sausage's
human. <3

instagram.com/ucsausage/

Our team is here for you!
If you need support, we are more than happy to help you by lending a neutral ear,
providing resources, and fostering a warm and friendly sober atmosphere for you.
You belong here!

THANKS FOR READING!
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